Mediterranean radiocarbon offsets and calendar dates for prehistory
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A single Northern Hemisphere calibration curve has formed the basis of radiocarbon dating in Europe and the Mediterranean for five decades, setting the time frame for prehistory. However, as measurement precision increases, there is mounting evidence for some small but substantive regional (partly growing season) offsets in same-year radiocarbon levels. Controlling for interlaboratory variation, we compare radiocarbon data from Europe and the Mediterranean in the second to earlier first millennia BCE. Consistent with recent findings in the second millennium CE, these data suggest that some small, but critical, periods of variation for Mediterranean radiocarbon levels exist, especially associated with major reversals or plateaus in the atmospheric radiocarbon record. At high precision, these variations potentially affect calendar dates for prehistory by up to a few decades, including, for example, Egyptian history and the much-debated Thera/Santorini volcanic eruption.

INTRODUCTION

Relevance of IntCal to the Mediterranean

Since the late 1960s, the principal basis for a calendar time scale for pre- and protohistoric archaeology in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) is via radiocarbon (14C) dating, with specific calendar age estimates for objects, contexts, sites, and cultures derived from comparison of measured 14C dates with a common NH radiocarbon calibration curve. In consequence, considerable effort focuses on the development of an increasingly accurate and long 14C calibration curve for the NH (1–4). The general assumption of the field is that for the midlatitudes of the NH, rapid atmospheric mixing should make a single 14C calibration curve suitable, allowing for stated errors, for the entire hemisphere (2–6). Within noisy data, a north–south gradient in 14C values is recognized (5–9), but this is considered small, static, and largely irrelevant for the midlatitudes (>30°N and <60°/70°N). At midlatitudes, trees with similar growing seasons, even if at differing latitudes, typically exhibit little substantive offset (5, 8, 10). Hence, a single NH 14C calibration curve (IntCal), constructed mainly from known-age wood from central and northern Europe and North America, has become the basis for calendar dates for pre- and protohistory and for other work requiring an accurate absolute time scale (1–4). This calibration curve is assumed as relevant for everywhere in the midlatitudes of the NH, including the Mediterranean, home of “Old World” prehistory. Intercomparisons between laboratories invariably indicate measurement noise, but typically, this is approximatively around the consensus calibration curve values (11), and data from the same laboratory for tree rings from mid-NH locations with similar growing seasons usually compare closely to each other and the consensus IntCal values [e.g., the three Heidelberg (Hd) datasets in Fig. 1A]. In recent years, some time series of 14C measurements on dendrochronologically dated wood have been reported, indicating small offsets between the reporting laboratory and IntCal for various intervals (10, 12, 13), but the assumption has been that there is either a small laboratory offset or the need to correct (improve) IntCal. The notion of an underlying globally valid midlatitude NH calibration curve has remained.

However, data measurements in recent years challenge this convenient belief. Various small offsets in contemporary (same calendar year) 14C levels are reported for known-age plant material from several areas, including the Mediterranean (8, 13–19). Since these variations occur even within similar latitude groupings (8), factors other than mere latitude [while a partial component (6–8)] must be involved, with differences in growing seasons or climate processes linked with solar and ocean systems suggested. Differences in growing season are potentially relevant, as an intra-annual pattern in transport across the extratropical tropopause leads to an observed natural seasonal variation in midlatitude NH tropospheric 14C levels between a winter/spring low (minimum late March to early April) and a summer to early autumn high (peak mid-September) (15, 19–22). To date, these typically modest variations have not been regarded as undermining the general use of a common calibration curve for the entire hemisphere. The partial exception is Egypt, where an offset allowance of 19 ± 5 14C years was proposed (16, 23) and appears necessary to achieve plausible prehistoric dates (23, 24). For Egypt, the small regional offset was assumed to be constant through time, but even this assumption is challenged. Two episodes of substantial 14C offsets have been observed through comparisons of measurements on known-age wood from southern Jordan versus the record from central and northern Europe. These offsets appear episodic and, hence, not amenable to the application of a simple constant offset or error enlargement (18). However, the limiting factor in a number of the cases where offsets or differences are reported is the problem that, partly because they are so small, we cannot always discern the sources of variability, for example, interlaboratory variations in methods and instruments (1–4, 10, 12), versus real differences in 14C levels from contemporary samples. For example, in earlier works, 14C ages for high-elevation bristlecone pine (BCP) measured at Arizona (AA) consistently tended to be older than 14C ages for contemporary...
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Fig. 1. Hd 14C data and comparisons. (A) Hd and some Mannheim (MAMS) data on
known—age Turkish pine (TuP), German oak (GeO), and Irish oak (IrO) (table S1)
compared with the IntCal13 calibration curve (4) and Oxford (OxA) and Arizona
(AA) data on Jordan juniper (JJ) (18). Calendar dates B.P. (before the present) (from
1950 CE) are shown. The differences [weighted averages (wAV)] in 14C age between
the pairs of data from time series of similar blocks of tree rings with the same mid-
point age from GeO, high—elevation TuP, and IrO all measured at Hd are shown.
All error bars shown and band width are 1 SD. (B) Hd Gordian (GOR) juniper data
compared with Hd GeO for the second to first millennia BCE (1 SD error bars) and
placed against the IntCal98 (1), IntCal04 (2), and IntCal13 calibration curves (1 SD)
(4). The inset shows the “wiggle—match” fit of the tree ring sequenced Hd GOR
data set versus IntCal04 using OxCal (39); the best fit is the same against Int-
Cal98 (1) and 1 year older versus IntCal13 (4).
climate regime. Therefore, the issue of potential growing season–related recurring $^{14}$C offset episodes is relevant to high-precision dating in Old World archaeology and creates the potential for some small but key $^{14}$C calibration “fault line” episodes between parts of the Mediterranean Old World versus central and northern Europe. This is an important issue as numerous research groups continually push for, and rely on, ever higher-precision Mediterranean archaeo-

logical chronologies. The field also needs to reorient: The issue is not to adjust IntCal (both current and the forthcoming IntCal20). Rather, a single “standard” $^{14}$C calibration curve built from midlatitude and

adjust IntCal (both current and the forthcoming IntCal20). Rather, a single “standard” $^{14}$C calibration curve built from midlatitude and spring and especially summer growing season–dominated wood (i.e., IntCal) cannot be fully representative, at high resolution, of the Mediterranean at those times when a growing season offset appears to operate at measurable and substantive scale. This contradiction is highlighted in recent work. A report of an offset at ~1660 to 1540 BCE between new AA accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) $^{14}$C measurements on BCP and IrO versus the existing IntCal13 dataset is stated as directly relevant to the Mediterranean (13), with the authors writing that

“The bristlecone pine samples represent a c. 45 day growth season from mid to late June until late July or early August, with limited potential for photosynthesis outside the growing season. The oak latewood samples represent late May/June. Together, they represent the main growth season in the Mediterranean.”

However, the growing seasons for this wood are not, in fact, coeval with the typical lower-elevation Mediterranean growing season. As stated in the quote, BCP tree ring growth occurs from mid to late June until late July or early August (13). This is mostly after the traditional autumn–winter–spring lower-elevation Mediterranean growing season for many field crops (assuming no irrigation). For autumn/winter-sown crops in the Mediterranean—such as (most) barley, wheat, oats, peas, lentils, and vetch—the traditional harvest dates vary by latitude and elevation. Harvest is earlier in lower-elevation southern areas, e.g., April to May (Jordan and Israel) or May to June (Cyprus and lowland Crete and lower elevations in north Africa and southern Spain), whereas it is later in northern or higher areas—e.g., lowland north Greece harvest is from June to early July, and in the mountains of northwest Greece, it occurs even later, and it is June to July in Italy, earlier for lower elevations and later for higher areas (19). The earlier Mediterranean harvest cases (by mid/late June) render the entire growing season outside the summer BCP growth period, and in the other cases, there is only a very partial overlap at the very end of the Mediterranean growing season. The growth period stated for latewood IrO growth in (13) is not accurate. Latewood IrO forms from mid-May through the whole summer and is only complete in early autumn (September/October) with defoliation (36), pages 46 to 51, and (37)]. Other oaks in central and northern Europe generally grow from spring (late April/early May, but starting a little earlier in some areas) through summer to sometime from late August to mid-September (19). This places the IrO latewood as representing typically a later average period (July to August), which is not representative of Mediterranean plants that end their growth period by April to June/July. Some spring-sown Mediterranean crops and tree crops are harvested later (June to August) and offer some partial overlap, while grapes have a later growing period and harvest (end of summer to autumn) more parallel with NH trees (19). Olives are harvested even later again, in autumn to winter, moving this crop back partly out of kilter by a few months versus NH trees (19).

Therefore, at times when the positive Mediterranean growing season offset might be anticipated as possibly relevant, such as a major reversal and plateau in the $^{14}$C calibration curve ~1610 to 1530 BCE (4), the relevant information likely does not come from BCP or IrO or the current IntCal. Instead, we need information from a Mediterranean source reflecting the typical Mediterranean growing season and the comparison of this against IntCal. Furthermore, this comparison needs to avoid the complication of likely interlaboratory variation. Data from the two areas should be compared via measurements at the same laboratory under the same conditions.

We address this topic here: Are there recurring episodes of differences in contemporary $^{14}$C levels that affect the very assumption, and use, of a common high-precision NH calibration curve for the Mediterranean in the past? We investigate by analyzing a multicomponent dataset centered around data series measured for $^{14}$C activity at one laboratory, Hd, to control against the issue of interlaboratory variance, following the model established previously (15, 19, 27, 38). We analyze a time interval from the mid-second through earlier first millennium BCE. We compare Hd $^{14}$C values for known-age German Quercus sp. (German oak (GeO)) samples, as core to the existing NH $^{14}$C calibration curve in this period (1–4), with values from near-absolutely dated juniper wood from the archaeological site of Gordion (GOR) in central Anatolia (i.e., the calendar placement of this time series is known within a handful of years; see below) (Fig. 1B) (15, 19, 27, 38). These tree rings come from a mid-elevation, semi-arid, continental setting characterized by cold wet winters and hot dry summers (28), where juniper tree ring growth largely ends by and during the summer (19). We examine whether there are periods when intra-annual $^{14}$C levels in the GOR samples vary appreciably from those in central Europe measured at the same laboratory and whether any offsets occur under climatic conditions similar to those reported in the Jordanian case (18). We then consider comparisons of the Hd measurements with other laboratories to assess the accuracy of the Hd $^{14}$C estimates. Last, in an effort to characterize reproducibility and the circumstances where a substantive offset is evident, we further consider two other independent time series of $^{14}$C dates from other AMS $^{14}$C laboratories on tree rings from Italy and Turkey.

RESULTS

Mediterranean $^{14}$C offsets

Conventional gas–proportional low-level counted $^{14}$C dates have been run at Hd (i) on a series of known age southern German GeO samples for parts of the second and earlier first millennia BCE (19, 38) and most intensively over the interval 3655 to 3431 cal B.P. (calibrated calendar years before the present) (1705 to 1482 BCE) and (ii) on a Juniperus sp. chronology from GOR, central Anatolia (table S1) (15, 27). The latter can be near–absolutely dated via $^{14}$C “wiggle matching” (39) (with instances of dates on the very same tree rings combined as weighted averages), with the midpoint of the first dated tree ring block placed ~3686 cal B.P. (1737 BCE) versus IntCal04 and IntCal98 (Fig. 1B) (27) or 1 year earlier against IntCal13. This fit uses all data. In the past, arguments have been made to favor the older part of the chronology due to excessive “noise” in some of the later part of the chronology, and thus, a date placement 10 years later has also been used (27). Here, we use the all-data best fit because the noise likely is, in fact, part of the offset issue that we are exploring (19). The GOR time
series is compared over its entire extent against the GeO- and IrO-dominated NH \(^{14}\)C calibration records for this period, using the existing IntCal98 and IntCal04 datasets (1,2) with linear interpolation to 1-year intervals in Fig. 2A. We note that this is different from having original annual measured \(^{14}\)C data; in the absence of these, we have interpolated from \(^{14}\)C measurements on ~5- or ~10-year blocks of wood to estimate 1-year values for the purposes of enabling comparisons between datasets. We compare our data with these two records specifically because they do not include subsequent Hd GeO data (38), avoiding circularity. The \(^{14}\)C values from the Hd GOR and GeO records over the interval 3655 to 3431 cal B.P. (1706 to 1482 BCE) are shown compared via linear interpolation to 0.5-year intervals in Fig. 2B. We observe that, in overall net terms, there is reasonable agreement between the records. However, in detail, there are nine recurring substantive positive offset episodes (defined arbitrarily as offsets where in a contiguous period of ≥20 calendar years, ≥95% of those years exhibit a positive offset, i.e., an offset value above 0)—in every instance but one (see below), these correspond with major reversals and plateaus in the \(^{14}\)C record—where the Hd GAR values are consistently older than those from (i) the parallel Hd GeO time series and (ii) the IntCal98 and IntCal04 calibration datasets (table S2). The timing and magnitude of these episodic offsets match the patterns and associations identified 1600 to 1900 CE from Jordan juniper trees (18), suggesting a common systemic link over, at least, the past 3700 years. The offsets are typically in the range found previously for substantive seasonal or growing season differences: ~2 to 4‰ (that is, ~16 to 32 \(^{14}\)C years) (15–18, 23, 26). The exception is the offset during the grand solar minimum centered ~750 BCE, which reflects another and less common process (15).

At the same time, we must also note the reverse observation: At various intervals, particularly where we compare data measured at the same Hd laboratory, there are also some periods of similar scale substantive negative \(^{14}\)C offsets (Fig. 2B). For example, applying the same criteria as above but in reverse, the periods 3654.5 to 3618.5 cal B.P. (1705.5 to 1669.5 B.C.) and 3486.5 to 3458.5 cal B.P. (1536.5 to 1505.5 B.C.) exhibit negative offsets of (weighted averages) ~38.1 ± 2.3 \(^{14}\)C years B.P. and ~24.1 ± 3.4 \(^{14}\)C years B.P. These two occurrences correspond with stronger slopes in the \(^{14}\)C calibration curve with declining \(^{14}\)C ages B.P. The comparison with IntCal04 in Fig. 2A would also suggest some other likely sustained negative offsets periods, for example, 3424 to 3400 cal B.P. and 3395 to 3329 cal B.P. (1475 to 1451 B.C. and 1446 to 1380 B.C.) and 2906 to 2847 cal B.P. (957 to 898 B.C.). Again, these are periods where there is a sustained slope in the IntCal record (indicating increased \(^{14}\)C production and, likely, lower solar irradiance (6,15,26) and steadily declining \(^{14}\)C values. These negative offsets, while not the focus of the present paper, will also be relevant to high-resolution \(^{14}\)C dating in the Mediterranean and hence further undermine the application of a single NH calibration (like IntCal) for the region when seeking high-precision dating.

We carried out two further independent Mediterranean region tests of this situation through examination of time series of \(^{14}\)C dates run at laboratories other than Hd: first, on Quercus sp. samples from the Noceto (NOC) site in northern Italy (table S1) (19) and, second, on a Pinus brutia sample from earlier Iron Age Oymaagağ Höyük (OYM) in north central Turkey (table S1) (19). The NOC time series covering the mid-17th through early 15th centuries BCE includes the major and sustained \(^{14}\)C reversal in the earlier 16th century BCE, which is clearly evident in the Hd GAR dataset, especially 3549 to 3517 cal B.P. (1600 to 1568 BCE) and generally 3549 to 3487 cal B.P. (1600 to 1538 BCE) (Fig. 2B). It is worth highlighting that neither the Hd GAR nor the NOC data indicate elevated \(^{14}\)C ages ~3600 to 3555 cal B.P. (1651 to 1606 BCE), contrary to the AA data on BCP and IrO (13). The OYM time series lies in the range of a more modest \(^{14}\)C reversal ~2835 to 2795 cal B.P. (~886 to 846 B.C.), which, while exhibiting a little noise, is not especially conspicuous in the Hd GAR dataset; the smallest of the offset periods indicated ~2820 to 2785 cal B.P. (~871 to 836 B.C.) (Fig. 2A and table S2). As tree ring sequenced sets of \(^{14}\)C data, the series are expected to match the NH calibration curve. However, the NOC time series very clearly does not match IntCal and suggests an offset like the GOR dataset in the earlier 16th century BCE (Fig. 3A), with the three early 16th century BCE NOC values indicating a weighted average offset of 27.4 ± 11.4 \(^{14}\)C years. The OYM time series as a whole, in contrast, indicates noise but does not show any substantive offset (~6.1 ± 6.3 \(^{14}\)C years) and instead offers a spread of ages around the IntCal curve (Fig. 3B). A difference

Fig. 2. Comparisons of the 1- or 0.5-year linear interpolated Hd GAR dataset with other NH calibration datasets. (A) Comparison of the Hd GAR dataset placed as in Fig. 1B (3686 cal B.P., 1737 BCE) versus the IntCal98 (1) and IntCal04 (2) calibration curves. Differences (weighted averages) in \(^{14}\)C years are indicated overall and for nine periods where larger positive offsets are apparent for ≥95% of ≥20 consecutive years. (B) Comparison of the Hd GAR and Hd GeO time series. The overall difference is shown, and the larger positive offsets apparent 3549.5 to 3516 cal B.P. and 3549.5 to 3486.5 cal B.P. are indicated. All error bands shown are 1 SD.
reverse with a difference of $-17.1 \pm 7.3$ 14 C years. This situation high-
n=8) rather indicate the
University of Georgia AMS (UGAMS) data (observed in the Jordan cases in the second millennium CE (18)
a Mediterranean positive offset instance of the type and scale of those
an inconsequential difference.

$r$ately find the same most likely placement for the OYM tree rings
theless, the strength of time series wiggle-match dating is revealed,
lights the challenge of interlaboratory variation at high resolution. None-
mixed GrM and UGAMS signal for OYM versus IntCal13.

cate (A) the earlier 16th century BCE offset in the NOC and Hd GOR data and (B) the
$\mu$ (table S1) shown as best placed ($\mu \pm \sigma$) versus IntCal13 (4). The shaded areas indi-
cate (A) the earlier 16th century BCE offset in the NOC and Hd GOR data and (B) the
the NOC oak samples (table S1) as best placed ($\mu \pm \sigma$) via a wiggle match (39) versus

Interlaboratory 14 C differences
The Hd GeO versus GOR comparison in the earlier 16th century BCE highlights a difference, a $^{14}$C offset, that is independent of variations in absolute values achieved by different laboratories. There is a long history of even the most accurate $^{14}$C laboratories systematically varying in age determinations for contemporary samples compared with other laboratories by up to $\approx 30$ $^{14}$C years (1, 2). Recent work measuring known-age high-elevation BCP tree rings (whole ring) from North America and late-wood from low-elevation IRo over the common period 3615 to 3529 cal B.P. (1666 to 1580 BCE) achieved relatively similar results for both datasets (BCP older by 6.4 ± 2.0 $^{14}$C years, weighted average) (13) but found values varying by $\approx 20$ to $40$ $^{14}$C years versus previous measurements on German and Irish tree rings in IntCal for the 17th to 16th centuries BCE (13). What we have identi-
fied instead, comparing Hd GeO and Hd GOR, is a systematic differ-
entiation of IntCal (such as the forthcoming IntCal20) are modified to
reflect additional data input [such as those data in (13)], this apparent
difference of Mediterranean wood versus central European wood in the earlier 16th century BCE observed within the Hd datasets re-
 mains real and relevant.

As discussed above, neither the BCP nor latewood IRo is a good
representation of the main lower-elevation Mediterranean growing
season. Instead, the BCP and the IRo should offer a dataset similar to
those reflecting central and northern European later spring-summer
growing seasons, such as the GeO and IRo comprising much of the
existing IntCal dataset in this time period, despite a history of issues with BCP $^{14}$C data in earlier work (2, 14, 25). We would therefore
have anticipated that the AA data on BCP and IRo (13) should be
similar to the IntCal datasets (1–4) and the Hd GeO data (38), given the
good agreement in other recent work between GeO and BCP
(40–42) and between GeO and IRo (1–4). However, despite some-
times marked interannual variation, the AA AMS $^{14}$C data are, as
noted above, typically $\approx 20$ to $40$ $^{14}$C years older than IntCal13 during the
period $\approx 1660$ to 1540 BCE (Fig. 3A) (13). Therefore, this is a lab-
atory or method difference. If correct, then these AA values on BCP and IRo would, in fact, imply even older $^{14}$C ages for the positively
offset GOR samples across this period (Fig. 2B) if they were measured at AA (see below).

The AA findings and other recent work raise concerns over the comparability of 
low-level gas proportional counting (LLGPC) measurements (e.g., Hd), the basis of most of the existing NH IntCal curve in this period (1–4), versus some AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) data at high precision (see also fig. S1) (10, 12, 13) and, thus, in the present context, the correct absolute \(^{14}\text{C}\) values for IntCal in the period \~1660 to 1540 BCE. In most work to date, no general pattern of offsets between AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurements and LLGPC \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurements at Hd is apparent (19, 43–45), and many AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurement series do not exhibit such an unexpected older offset versus comparable samples measured by LLGPC (4, 40–42). A study of the dating of Younger Dryas age wood offers two comparisons (43). In the first case, the Hd data were slightly the youngest on average but within 12 to 26 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years of the three AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) laboratories and 11 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years of the liquid scintillation counting (LSC) laboratory, with all values overlapping substantially within respective population SEs (and, in fact, ~33% of the Hd offset is attributable to one outlying date: for mid-ring 376.5). In the second case, the Hd data were, on average, 21.4 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years younger than the LSC laboratory (Waikato), leading the authors to suggest there was likely a small \~10 to 20 \(^{14}\text{C}\) year systematic offset between Hd and Waikato. For the time range of this study, Hd Geo values compare well with previous Seattle LLGPC measurements on Geo 1700 to 1500 BCE (15), Oxford (OxA) AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurements on Geo 1354 to 1303 BCE (24) and on Anatolian juniper from the late 21st to 20th centuries BCE (figs. S2 and S3) (46), and Keck Carbon Cycle Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Laboratory, University of California, Irvine AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurements on BCP 795 to 625 BCE (fig. S4) (40). In the latter three cases, the AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) values are, on average, more recent than the Hd LLGPC ages [contrary to the findings in the comparison in (43)]. A comparison of AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurements (47) versus Hd measurements (table S1) on similar Swedish pine samples also indicates no substantial difference for the 15th to 17th centuries CE (fig. S5). A comparison of AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) dates on single-year known-age wood samples from U.K. contexts in the period of the LLGPC annual \(^{14}\text{C}\) dataset from the Seattle laboratory (QL) (1) found differences of OxA AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) to QL of only 1.4 ± 7.9 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years (\(n = 25\)), a difference of Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) data to QL of 12.1 ± 8.0 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years (\(n = 26\)), and a difference for Groningen to QL of ~22.5 ± 13.6 (\(n = 6\)) (48). This comparison suggests potentially no offset (OxA) and otherwise small laboratory-specific offsets but in both directions and, thus, no general pattern. Our data indicate a similar mixed picture. In accord with some finds of on average slightly older \(^{14}\text{C}\) ages from AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) measurements (10, 12, 13), we observe that our GrM NOC and GrM OYM Mediterranean AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) data are, respectively, 21.1 ± 8.0 and 28.6 ± 14.4 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years older than the corresponding interpolated Hd GOR Mediterranean ages. However, in contrast, the UGAMS OYM AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) dates exhibit an opposite shift of ~26 ± 7.7 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years to more recent ages. This suggests that interlaboratory variation is also relevant and likely a dominant issue.

Other Mediterranean region data can offer some control on the scale of the possible AMS versus LLGPC issue. An OxA AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) study comparing 18th to 19th century CE annual plant material from Egypt versus the LLGPC NH calibration curve (unstated, but IntCal04/09) obtained an average offset of 19 ± 5 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years (16), and a comparison of the large New Kingdom (mid-second to early first millennia BCE) AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) dataset of Egyptian samples also found an offset (using the OxCal \(\Delta R\) function, with a neutral prior of 0,10, which quantifies the possible systematic offset of a set of \(^{14}\text{C}\) data versus the reference curve with a normally distributed likelihood) with a mean of ~18 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years (generalized as ~20 ± 5 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years in the text of ref. (23); we use this SD below) against LLGPC IntCal04 (23) at fig. 3] [we note that in five reruns of this model against IntCal04, we achieved \(\Delta R\) test 0.10 \(\mu \pm \sigma\) results of 15.0 ± 10.4 to 17.8 ± 4.8 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years and that using the information added in the table S1 addendum to (23), we achieved lower values for a \(\Delta R\) test 0.10 across five runs of \(\mu \pm \sigma\): 11.3 ± 5.4 to 12.0 ± 5.9 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years]. A tree-ring time series comprising seven weighted average OxA AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) dates on an oak sample from Miletus in low-elevation western Anatolia offers a close fit to the LLGPC-source IntCal curve (27), with an OxCal \(\Delta R\) 0.10 value versus IntCal09 (\(\mu \pm \sigma\)) of only 4.0 ± 8.3 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years. In each of these cases, this offset includes the Mediterranean offset. If we maintain the same LLGPC IntCal04/09 reference value [the recent tree ring part of the two calibration curves was the same (2, 3)] and an OxCal \(\Delta R\) 0.10 test, then the OxA and AA Jordan juniper AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\) offsets (18) are (\(\mu \pm \sigma\)) 18.2 ± 2.8 and 18.1 ± 4.1 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years, respectively. All these values are noticeably in a very similar range. They include both any average AMS to LLGPC difference and the average Mediterranean offset. The equivalent comparison of the LLGPC Hd GOR series versus the LLGPC IntCal04 dataset yields an OxCal \(\Delta R\) value of 9.2 ± 2.5 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years. This offset includes only the Mediterranean offset since it is an LLGPC versus LLGPC comparison. Therefore, this comparison leaves the possibly relevant remaining AMS \(^{14}\text{C}\)–to–LLGPC difference as (in order of comparisons above) 9.8 ± 5.6, 8.8 ± 5.6 (5.8 ± 10.7 to 8.6 ± 5.4 or 2.1 ± 6.0 to 2.8 ± 6.7), −5.2 ± 8.7, 9.0 ± 3.8, and 8.9 ± 4.8 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years. We could reasonably generalize all this information as ≤10 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years. We consider the relevance of this issue below.

### DISCUSSION

#### Egyptian history and \(^{14}\text{C}\) offsets

Our findings identify and highlight the relevance of a recurring variable growing season positive \(^{14}\text{C}\) offset for the lower-elevation Mediterranean. This recurring phenomenon, with offset episodes variably from ~13 to 31 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years (Fig. 2A), undermines the relevance of the generic midlatitude NH \(^{14}\text{C}\) calibration curve for high-resolution chronology in the Mediterranean and especially during these offset episodes. As an example, we may highlight and confirm the relevance of these periods of difference by comparing the time series of \(^{14}\text{C}\) data from the historically sequenced New Kingdom Egypt dataset (23) placed against IntCal04 versus the Hd GOR \(^{14}\text{C}\) record from Fig. 2A, as shown in Fig. 4A. There are several periods where the \(^{14}\text{C}\) dates on the Egyptian samples, in fact, appear to fit the pattern of the Mediterranean-relevant Hd GOR record much better than the IntCal04 (2) record, as well as without application of a static correction factor (16, 23). The dates for samples from the tomb of Tutankhamun at Thebes offer a good test case (23, 24). Mainstream assessments of historical sources place the time range for the accession of Tutankhamun (the king and his court subsequently leave Amarna for Memphis early in his reign) and his death likely in his 9th or 10th year, somewhere between ~1336/1325 and 1327/1316 BCE (23, 24, 49). The coherent weighted average \(^{14}\text{C}\) date from a set of samples (using six of seven available dates) from the funerary context of Tutankhamun is 3117 ± 12 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years B.P. If we compare the intersection of these calendar and \(^{14}\text{C}\) ranges, we see a better fit with the Hd GOR calibration range (Fig. 4A). The placement of the Tutankhamun data set rerunning the analysis in (24) against...
may sometimes be associated with periods of cultural transition. For example, the time intervals around the termination of the Late Bronze Age (mid–late 13th century BCE) and during the earlier Iron Age (11th century BCE) stand out as two culturally important time intervals when major transformations or reorientations in historical trajectories are often linked with climate perturbations (19, 52, 53). These transitions are coeval with periods in the GOR record that are offset from the IntCal records (Fig. 2A), and hence, small but potentially important revisions to chronology might be suspected and will be crucial to defining and interpreting historical narratives (18, 19, 53). We give a specific example and illustration of how the calendar time range to be associated with a given $^{14}$C date can change. A hypothetical $^{14}$C date of 3035 $\pm$ 15 $^{14}$C years B.P. has double the calendar probability (37.9% versus 18.7%) for the critical date range between 1260 and 1200 BCE when contrasting the Hd GOR versus IntCal13 $^{14}$C calibration datasets (Fig. 4B).

**Thera/Santorini eruption date**

The earlier 16th century BCE Mediterranean offset identified above in the Hd GOR and GrM NOC datasets is particularly relevant to a long-running controversy: the dating of the Minoan eruption of the Thera (Santorini) volcano and associated debates around its impacts and the chronology of the beginning of the Aegean Late Bronze Age (13, 19, 54–58). Scholarship until now has used the various versions of the NH IntCal $^{14}$C calibration curve. Although the 16th century BCE reversal in the calibration curve has long been noted as potentially creating a dating ambiguity for the Thera eruption between the later 17th century BCE and the earlier mid–16th century BCE, the weight of probability has supported the older age range in the later 17th century BCE and, thus, a date over 100 year earlier than the pre-radiocarbon archaeological estimates ~1500 BCE (57). A recent contribution, seeking a compromise, is a proposal to revise the IntCal $^{14}$C calibration curve ~1660 to 1540 BCE based on measurements of BCP and IrO at AA, which yield older $^{14}$C ages for this interval than IntCal13 (13). However, the identification of a specific Mediterranean offset in the earlier 16th century BCE (Figs. 2, A and B, and 3A) indicates that the correct date will not solely derive from IntCal nor do these BCP and IrO samples reflect the typical Mediterranean growing season (see above). There is instead a specific Mediterranean context for this controversy. Thus, rather than (or in addition to) adjusting the overall IntCal calibration curve (important although this is, in general, when justified), instead, it is the effect of the Mediterranean offset at this period that is relevant. In particular, as evident in Figs. 2 (A and B) and 3A, the Hd GOR and GrM NOC data indicate that Mediterranean $^{14}$C ages in the earlier 16th century BCE are older than the IntCal values and, thus, are potentially approximately contemporary with $^{14}$C ages for the last decades of the 17th century BCE. This could exacerbate the dating ambiguity between the later 17th century BCE and the earlier mid–16th century BCE. At the same time, the absence of elevated $^{14}$C ages for the Mediterranean Hd GOR and NOC samples ~3600 to 3555 cal B.P., contrary to the AA BCP and IrO data set (Fig. 3A) (13), is also important for this topic.

We can assess the implications and remaining uncertainties. The calibrated calendar probabilities for dating the Santorini eruption following two published methods (55, 56) can be compared with the Hd GOR scenario. If we rerun these analyses with the Hd GOR calibration dataset (as in Fig. 2A) with its revision of the earlier mid–16th century BCE $^{14}$C values to reflect Mediterranean conditions and regional offset, we find that the results support a later 17th century
The BCE date range for the Thera eruption, including the entire most likely 68.2% highest posterior density (hpD) ranges (Fig. 5, A and B; 1649 to 1617 BCE and 1680 to 1613 BCE, respectively). We may also reconsider the dating of the Thera olive branch sample, found buried in the Thera eruption pumice (58), modeled as an ordered sequence of older to more recent wood to obtain a dating estimate for the outermost dated sample (13, 54) against the Hd GOR dataset (Fig. 5C). This places all the 68.2% hpD range in the 17th century BCE and most (76.6% versus 18.7%) of the 95.4% hpD range at or before 1610 BCE and hence again likely indicates a later 17th century BCE date range. Thus, the Mediterranean-relevant Hd GOR dataset does not indicate the ambiguous 17th or 16th century calibrated ranges for the Thera eruption proposed in (13) from the AA BCP and IrO data. In the case of the olive branch, we may note one additional important element: The dates on the sample were run as LLGPC measurements at the Hd \( ^{14} \text{C} \) laboratory (58). Hence, there is no possible AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \)-to-LLGPC issue in this case. Instead, we have comparable Mediterranean Hd measurements against Mediterranean Hd measurements. The finding is most likely a later 17th century BCE date range for this sample (19).

The remaining caveat is the issue of whether there is, in addition, a typical AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \)-to-LLGPC offset that we should take into account when considering AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) dates. As discussed above, the evidence is mixed. Nonetheless, consideration above of some Mediterranean AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) cases suggested that perhaps an additional factor of \( \leq 10 \) \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years might apply to the LLGPC Hd GOR dataset versus AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) dates. These comparisons especially including OxA AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) data are particularly relevant to the Thera case since OxA AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) data, or the dem

### Fig. 5. Calendar dating probability estimates for the Santorini/Thera volcanic destruction level from the data and models in (55) (cyan) and (56) (magenta) and the olive branch outer dated segment (13, 54, 58) (green) given changing calibration scenarios (39, 59). (A to C) With Hd GOR calibration dataset in Fig. 2A. (D and E) Application of a hypothetical addition of +10 \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years to Hd GOR to reflect a putative AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) offset to LLGPC measurements. (F and G) Application of a hypothetical +15 \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years. (H and I) Application of a hypothetical +20 \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years. (J and K) Application of a hypothetical +25 \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years. Main hpD regions are those contiguous intervals identified within the overall 95.4% hpD ranges.

(Fig. 5C), which is consistent with the analysis of sets of AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) data against the Hd GOR dataset (Fig. 5, A and B). This suggests the reality of an additional AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \)-to-LLGPC contribution of no more than about \( \leq 10 \) \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years, as discussed above.

The situation could change if future work can, to the contrary, robustly demonstrate a much larger standard AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \)-to-LLGPC offset. We also need to better define (and enlarge the database concerning) the Mediterranean offset independent of these questions of interlaboratory and intermethod variations. Already, we can likely set the parameters of the extreme alternative scenario with respect to the Santorini eruption case using the available data and the same models (13, 54–56, 58). The BCP record of (13) likely exhibits a maximum alternative case for a revised AMS \( ^{14} \text{C} \) IntCal summer NH baseline (Fig. 6, A to C) (19). We can then, in addition, consider the possible relevance of the positive average offset of \( \sim 21 \) \( ^{14} \text{C} \) years between the Mediterranean and NH in the period \( \sim 3550 \) to 3486 cal B.P. (1601 to 1537 BCE) as identified from the comparison of the Hd datasets (Fig. 2B) and apply this adjustment to the AA BCP data (Fig. 6, D to F). In this hypothetical experiment, we treat the remainder of the period \( \sim 3600 \) to 3450 cal B.P. (1651 to 1501 BCE) as not being substantively offset (Figs. 2B and 3A). The probability distributions


in Fig. 6 illustrate the extreme alternative dating scenarios. The published AA BCP record (Fig. 6, A to C) creates an ambiguous situation: A clear probability region remains in the late 17th century BCE to early 16th century BCE, but there is also considerable probability in the mid–16th century BCE. However, were the approximate range of the AA BCP data to form a new IntCal baseline and a Mediterranean positive offset to also apply in addition (a logical implication, but needing empirical testing), then the dating probability starts more strongly to support an early to mid–16th century BCE. Such a scenario [or the hypothetical large LLGPC to AMS $^{14}$C adjustments considered in Fig. 5 (H to K)], interestingly, does not, however, return us to the traditional “low” archaeological chronology (19, 57). Instead, it would point to a possible alternative between the current “high” and low scenarios: a shortened “compromise early chronology” for the date of the Santorini eruption and the earlier Aegean Late Bronze Age (19, 56). Even at the extreme hypothetical adjustment range (Figs. 5, H to K, and 6, A to F), the traditional date range of the Santorini eruption ~1500 BCE (57), or any date after ~1530 BCE, appears highly improbable.

Overall, our findings, both the periods of positive $^{14}$C offsets that we focus on in this paper, as well as the instances of periods of negative offsets noted above, in addition to other indications of similar Mediterranean or seasonal $^{14}$C offsets (8, 14–19), highlight the relevance of these recurring offset elements to high-resolution absolute dating for Old World prehistory. This topic assumes greater and greater importance as $^{14}$C dating and chronometric aspirations become ever more accurate and precise. We may draw two key conclusions. First, there is now clearly a need going forward for the development of a detailed consensus Mediterranean $^{14}$C time series to secure an appropriately closely defined Old World archaeological time scale. No simple static adjustment is possible as a satisfactory solution for the recurring, periodic offsets observed in both the BCE and CE windows reported in works to date. Second, it is necessary to establish greater temporal and spatial delineation of seasonal/growing season variations for accurate high-precision $^{14}$C dating worldwide.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Experimental design**

The main aim of this study is to compare time series of radiocarbon ($^{14}$C) measurements on tree ring samples and, in particular, to compare data from trees with typical lower-elevation Mediterranean growth contexts versus those from central and northern Europe, which comprise most of the midlatitude NH international radiocarbon calibration curve [IntCal, through different iterations (1–4)]. We sought to investigate whether a likely growing season–related offset occurred periodically in the past, as has been reported in a more recent period (18). In particular, a key aim of the study is to compare data from a central European time series (GeO from southern Germany) versus data from a Mediterranean time series (Juniperus sp. from central Anatolia), which were measured in the same laboratory (the LLGPC facility at Hd) under the same conditions. This parallel dating strategy circumvents the problem of being unable, otherwise, to extract signal from the noise of interlaboratory variation, which is often the case for any apparent differences. Thus, regardless of the absolute dating accuracy of the Hd laboratory over this period, the relative similarities or differences observed between the two Hd time series are real. We then tested one period where a difference in values was observed with an additional series of measurements on wood from Italy at another laboratory using a different method (AMS $^{14}$C), and we investigated and compared another period where a more modest difference was observed with wood from northern Anatolia using data from three AMS $^{14}$C laboratories. For details on the laboratory procedures at each $^{14}$C laboratory and the tree ring samples used, see the Supplementary Materials (19). We note that three $^{14}$C measurements were excluded as unexplained too old outliers and remeasurements of these samples are used instead (see table S1).

The tree ring series wiggle matches (39) and calibrated calendar dating probabilities shown in Figs. 2 to 5 were obtained using the OxCal software (59). OxCal version 4.3.2 was used, except for the analysis in Fig. 4A, which used version 4.1.7 as did the reruns of the model in (23) mentioned in the main text (Results). Curve resolution of 1 year was used. For discussion and information about the use of OxCal and the specific outlier models and coding, see the Supplementary Materials (19).

**Statistical analysis**

Radiocarbon calibration and wiggle matching used the OxCal software (19, 59) as noted. Interpolation of $^{14}$C time series to 1-year increments used linear extrapolation. Where 10-year tree ring blocks...
are involved, the midpoint is treated as year 5.5 of the series, and
0.5-year increments were interpolated as necessary. In cases of 14C
dates run on the identical (same age) tree ring years, these were com-
pared to other dates by cross-dating grid for the NOC 12 and NOC 14 sam-
ple chronology. The tree ring measurements of the NOC-12 and NOC-14
samples within the NOC chronology.
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